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Abstract
At present, the time, labor, and inaccuracies in plant and
seedling care make feasibility a major concern in large-scale
agricultural operations. Developments in Internet of Things
(IoT) technology and image classification by deep learning
have made it possible to monitor various aspects of plant conditions, but an integrated solution that combines IoT sensor
data, high-resolution imagery, and manual intervention data
in a synchronized time-series database environment has not
yet been brought to market. In this paper, we propose such
an integrated solution. The overall system architecture is outlined, as well as the individual components including sensors,
drone imagery, image processing, database framework, and
alerting mechanism. These components are brought together
and synchronized in a time-series database. By synchronizing
all the variables, this solution presents a comprehensive view
and better means for intervention. Finally, opportunities for
research and specific component improvements are identified.
Index Terms— Deep Learning, IoT, Plant Disease, Time
Series, Image Recognition, Agriculture
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1. Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has permeated human life in all aspects and utilizing it is beneficial in health, science, agriculture, economics, and finance. In agriculture, there are many
applications for AI. For example, monitoring of health and
disease on plants play an important role in farm profitability,
as AI has the ability to reduce costs and time-to-market. AI
alone does not achieve this goal; rather, an integrated solution employing a variety of technologies would best serve the
market.
Sensors that detect environmental variables such as air
temperature, light level, soil moisture, and CO2 levels are
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available to consumers from a variety of vendors. This competition and innovation allows the consumer to build a solution at a nominal cost and expect further improvements in
both capability and affordability. Time-series databases are
built specifically for collecting metrics that change over time,
such as CPU load or website traffic. In our integrated solution proposal, the database plays a central role, as we are
measuring the condition of plants over time. Intervention
data, sensor data, and image processing data all come together
in this database and are synchronized by timestamp in order
to show the effects of input and output across all variables.
Deep learning convolutional neural networks play a key role
in many applications such as image recognition. Image recognition is used to perform a large number of visual tasks, such
as understanding the content of images. Deep learning tasks
for image recognition are categorized into classification, object detection, and segmentation. Image classification is a
topic of image recognition to classify the contextual information in images. In our proposed system, the classification task
is formally defined as the process of labeling plant images if
Healthy or Sick, to detect diseases using the leaves’ images.
The classification is a principal component of our solution,
one part of a whole system working in unison.
That comprehensive system utilizes a time-series database
to collect all inputs regarding the plant state. It includes manual interventions, drone imagery, and plant sensors. We propose this system to protect our plants, save expenses, reduce
labor, and mitigate risk. In Section 2, we review previous research in the various technology areas. Then, we define the
problem in Section 3. In Section 4 the architecture and the
methodology of our proposed system is explained. At last,
we discuss the future of our research.
2. Literature Review
In the field of combining agriculture and technology there are
many works have been done. In 2008, Vellidis et al. [1] developed a prototype temperature and moisture sensor for cotton plants. This solution involved Watermark c sensors and

thermocouples, radio frequency identification (RFID), and a
custom circuit board. Kassim et al. [2] designed an environmental Intelligent Greenhouse Monitoring System (IGMS)
based on Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) technology which
is used to monitor temperature, humidity, and soil moisture.
They found that soil moisture is the key parameter to determine when to irrigate and the amount of water to supply. In
addition, the authors determined that automated delivery of
water fertilizer based on the soil moisture readings was more
effective and efficient than scheduled delivery. TongKe [3]
examined different components of a smart agriculture solution, bringing together cloud architecture, RFID technology,
IoT plant sensors, and data visualization. The authors proposed this solution in response to issues facing rural farmers
in China. Badhe et al. [4] introduced a soil monitoring system using a MCP3204 A/D converter, a DHT11 board, and
a Raspberry Pi. This system collected temperature, moisture,
light, humidity, and pH value. The authors proved out the architecture and design for collecting the information and alerting based on optimal thresholds.
3. Problem Statement
Care of plants in any large-scale agricultural setting is a heavily manual process that is time-consuming and dependent
upon both the human eye and inaccurate estimates of soil
conditions. The effect of water and nutrients are not known
real-time, and any adverse effects show up as latent indicators. At present, the time, labor, and inaccuracies in plant care
make scalability a major concern in large-scale agricultural
operations. Research in the various component areas of this
integrated solution has yielded a better understanding of their
applications, which we explored in Section 2, but the research
on an integrated solution bringing them all together is scant.
4. Architecture and Methodology
The system includes three primary points of data collection:
(1) sensors assigned to the plant itself, (2) drones collecting
high-resolution images, and (3) a log of manual activities such
as watering or pruning. The data are compiled in a cloud VM
and synchronized in a time-series database. The images are
processed by a deep learning model to detect signs of disease,
and an alerting protocol notifies the user via email or SMS text
if the detection threshold is met. An overview of the solution
is shown in Figure 1.
Analytics Server. The analytics server itself is an Ubuntu
virtual machine (VM) running on the Linode cloud service. It
is a 4-core instance with 8GB RAM and 160GB of storage. A
cloud VM was chosen over a physical on-premise server due
to cost and scalability. Key components of the VM include
the time-series database (InfluxDB), data collector (Telegraf),
Python scripts, dashboard service (Grafana), and Apache web
server.

Fig. 1. The proposed architecture. The framework collects the
data from: (1) a log of manual activities, (2) sensors, and (3)
drones. The data are compiled in a cloud server and synchronized in a time-series database. The images are processed by
a Convolutional Neural Network model to detect signs of disease, and an alerting protocol notifies the user via email/SMS
text if the detection threshold is met.
Activity Log. Manual interventions such as watering the
plants, feeding them, pruning them, relocating them, etc,
are recorded in an activity log and stored in the time-series
database. It is necessary to maintain such a log of manual
interventions in order to have as complete a picture as possible of cause and effect on the plants. For example, if soil
moisture spiked at a particular time, we may expect to see a
corresponding entry in the event log that indicates the plant
was watered.
Sensors. The data collection from the individual plant is handled by a modified Particle Photon sensor [5]. An example of
this assembly is shown in Figure 2. The sensor collects ambient temperature, humidity, light level, soil moisture level,
CO2 level, and TVOC level. These readings are pushed to
the Particle Cloud and then delivered to the analytics server,
powered by InfluxDB and its related Telegraf data collector
plugin [6]. The readings are made and sent every ten (10)
seconds, and can be downsampled at the database level to decrease complexity. A simple dashboard, shown in Figure 3,
illustrates the real-time delivery of information from the sensor package.

Fig. 2. The sensor package deployed on a test plant. It collects
ambient temperature, humidity, light level, and soil moisture
level.

Our intention is to catalog those manual interventions in order to build a model for various responses to the conditions
that led to the sick plant. The ultimate goal is to have an automated response with minimal manual intervention. More on
this future research is explained in Section 5.
5. Discussion and Further Research

Fig. 3. A prototype dashboard showing readings from the
sensor package shown in Figure 2. The readings are made
and sent every ten seconds.
Image Intake and Analysis. High-resolution images of individual plants are taken at regular intervals by drones flying
over the specified area. These images are fed to the analytics
server, where a Python script stores the file in block storage
and pushes the file location string to the time-series database.
A second Python script, known as the classifier, analyzes the
image utilizing a deep learning model trained on photos of
healthy and diseased plants like those present in the sample.
The classifier script produces a likelihood of disease, and a
score above a specific threshold triggers an alert via email or
SMS message. The classifier script itself is powered by Keras
framework. The images taken by drones feed in to the classifier. The Convolutional Neural Network system extracts the
information from the image, and based on the trained process
the system classifies it as Healthy or Sick. The process of the
classifier is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Overview of the deep learning methodology for classifying images as Healthy or Sick.
Alerting System. When an image is identified as a sick plant,
an alert is sent via email or SMS to the designated recipients.
This alert includes the image, the likelihood of disease score,
and the time stamp. The intention is for the recipient(s) to
query the database for activities and sensor readings from a
specified time window, searching for variations in the sensor
readings and manual activity logs to understand what conditions led to the sick plant.
In its current proposal form, the alerting system is responsive, not proactive. The system alerts a recipient and the next
steps are on the recipients, manually intervening in order to
identify and change the conditions that led to the sick plant.

The concepts presented in this paper is an ongoing investigative research project. Here we discussed what the proposed system hopes to achieve and implications for future
research, possibly setting the stage for a follow-up paper in
collaboration with an agricultural subject matter expert. An
important next step is further developing the alerting system
to transition to a semi-automated or fully-automated response
system, based on the preferences of the grower. A fully automated response system would utilize the machine learning
models produced from the process described in Section 4 to
apply the correct interventions (e.g., more water, plant food,
pest-control measures, etc). A semi-automated response system would leverage the same process, but allow the grower
to choose the intervention from a list recommended by the
model. Further work will require a much more powerful VM
or on-premise server with a large amount of RAM and at least
one GPU for deep learning. Deployments of this solution
will involve different plant species, which will require model
training for these species and the necessary computing power
to learn and compare.
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